Parallel, fluorous open-tubular chromatography using microstructured fibers.
Although commonly used in gas chromatography, open-tubular columns for liquid chromatography have seen their development hindered by a number of factors both theoretical and practical. Requiring small diameters, great lengths and specialized detection systems to achieve a proper chromatographic response, columns of this sort have largely been ignored despite the highly desirable column performance an optimized system would provide. Here, we introduce the use of microstructured fibers (MSFs) as a platform for the development of multiplexed open-tubular liquid chromatography (OTLC) columns. The multiple, parallel silica channels presented by the MSF act as a promising substrate for an OTLC column, as they have diameters near the ideal range for interactions (1-3 μm), minimize flow-induced backpressure through their many uniform paths, and increase the loading capacity compared to a single capillary channel of similar size. Additionally, with outer diameters comparable to regular fused silica capillaries, MSFs can easily be employed in conventional chromatographic systems, eliminating the need for specialized equipment. Finally, MSF columns of this type can be functionalized using silane coupling techniques to allow the introduction of a wide variety of stationary phase chemistries. While in this report we explore the potential and limitations of fluorine-functionalized MSFs as OTLC columns, other stationary phase materials could easily be substituted by choosing appropriate silanization reagents. Particular attention here will be paid to the physical and performance characteristics of the fabricated columns, as well as avenues for their improvement and implementation.